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Zoot Suiters and Pachucos
,,zootsuit Riot, throw back a bottle of beer, Zoot 
Suit Riot' pull a comb through your coal 
black
hair."
This is one of the greatest swing songs 
that the musical, and popular, cultute 
knows' The
song has a much deeper meaning than 
just a swinging beat' The meaning relates 
to something
very few know about, that being thezootsuit 
Riots' These riots were more like small 
battles
between peoples of African-American 
and Mexican-American heritage against 
American sailors'
The suit itself was a mixture of many 
symbors, machismo and showing of difference 
being the
main ones. It helped to spark a youth 
movement that permeated African-American, 
Hispanic'
and eventually hit canadian and Europeans. 
But, this paper looks to illuminate on the 
idea of the
Pachuco, or Mexican.Zoot Suiter, aspect' 
It will make comparisons to the American 
version to
see what kinds of differences can be 




called swing, it iS charac tenzedby loose 
clothing that allows for maximum movement' 
It was
not only worn for that but also, according 
to Holly Alford, worn to 
..make a political
statement..."lThis was definitely the case when taken into account with World War tr. During
those times, rationing was a big thing; everyone had to do it, if one did not follow ration laws
penalties would be issued. Clothing was limited in this rationing; the political statement that
could be made is that they refuse to conform to what society has to do. This was seen as
incredibly anti-patriotic to those that were fighting in the war. This was a way for different
minorities, including the Pachucos, to gain a sense of identity that frightened many conservative
people.
The suit itself gained the term "Znot" because of the outlandish style; it had a habit of
being very over the top. It was also known as a "killer diller suit."2 The term is a descriptor for
the big bands that occurred during the era; the majority of which had a heavy swing influence.
This referred to big bands going all out from the music they played, to the way that the band
members dressed. By all out, this implies that no expense was spared to craft the suit. Alford
states that some suits reached upwards of 78 dollars.3 That amount was just for the fabric alone,
this went against rationing laws of the time. With that in mind, the extravagant accessories that
went with the suit: the long chains, the tight collars, and the flat hats. All of these were meant to
separate and create an identity that minorities could cling to.
Pachucos are the Mexican-American version of the American Zoot Suiter. They used
much the same items fbr their suit style. Like the Americans, they would slick their hair back.a
' Holly Alford, "The Zoot Suit: lt's History and lnfluence ," Fashion Theory 8, no.2 (2004): 226, accessed March 5,
20L3.






Zoot Suiters and Pachucos
"Zoot Suit Riot, throw back a bottle of beer, Zoot Suit Riot, pull a comb through your coal black
hair."
This is one of the greatest swing songs that the musical, and popular, culture knows. The
song has a much deeper meaning than just a swinging beat. The meaning relates to something
very few know about, that being theZoot Suit Riots. These riots were more like small battles
between peoples of African-American and Mexican-American heritage against American sailors.
The suit itself was a mixture of many symbols, machismo and showing of difference being the
main ones. It helped to spark a youth movement that perrneated African-American, Hispanic,
and eventually hit Canadian and Europeans. But, this paper looks to illuminate on the idea of the
Pachuco, or Mexican Zoot Suiter, aspect. It will make comparisons to the American version to
see what kinds of differences can be seen. The paper will also aim to answer the question of
what other people thought of the suit; was it classy, strange, or despised.
To begin, this was a style of dress designed for a type of dance. This type of dance is
called swing; it is characteized by loose clothing that allows for maximum movement. It was
not only worn for that but also, according to Holly Alford, worn to "make a political
Pachucos also borrowed something called "argot" or a secret language from their African-
American counterparts.5 An example of this is the simple words "brother", or Carnal, or a phrase
o'What's up?", otherwise called Orale, could have several different meanings to Pachucos. This
argot did much to shape the ways and attitudes of the Hispanic and African-American youth.6
Now, the question then becomes: where did the suit itself emerge from? The answer to
this is not very simple; there are several stories surrounding the development of the suit. A
fellow named Hal Fox is coined as the person that came up with the idea of the suit, along with
its accessories; the chain coming from a toilet. He admits that he was inspired by fashions of
slum dwelling teenagers.T Other claims belong to Clark Gable, he wore a version of one in Gone
with the Wind. and the second person is Edward VIII, as he wore a version of it as everyday
wear.8 The suit, as stated earlier, was a way for minority to be able to come together under one
flag. It was a symbol of those who were socially and culturally disadvantaged. It was also
something that frightened people, many young men would have to change into their suit at a
friend's home to avoid the disapproval of the parents.
There were many opponents of the Zoot Suiters, and Pachucos. The suit was deemed
illegal because it was felt that it was the cause of crime in Los Angeles.e It was also used as part






Douglas H. Daniels, "Los Angeles Zoot: Race "Riot," the Pachuco, and the Black Music Culture," The Journal of
Negro History 82, no. 2 (19971:204, accessed March 5, 2013.
fracas."l0 This relates to the idea that the suit denoted involvement in gangs. [n later years, this
suit would become a popular style of dress for gangsters that one would see roaming Chicago
streets. It also became a widespread fashion statement around the world. But the name would be
the only difference. An example of this would be the "spivs" from London." This would then
permanently cement the idea of gangsters and Zoot Suits being connected. When paired with
idea of patriotism, or the lack thereof. Many Americans believed that the Zoot Suits were
connected to antipatriotism. The assumption was made because the people that wore them
should be in uniform. Others felt that Zoot Suiters were agents from a foreign power intent on
disrupting west coast units.12
But, many people held fascination with theZoot Suiters. They were seen as almost like
something one would see in a zoo. In an article by Stuart Cosgrove, he gives an example of this
childlike fascination. The Suiter is being described at a hustling train station.l3 They are standing
incredibly still, which stuns many people. Their clothing is way too warm for the station, and
that alone is a fascination. People wondered how they were able to remain so calm when they
may have been over heated by their clothes. The stiff collars give the impression that they are
going to a formal event, but are only waiting on a train to pull in. People have not seen their like
before, they are "walking slowly, their shoulders swayin g.. ."'o This links to the idea of the way
10 
Douglas H. Daniels, 204.
t'Holly Alford,229.
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Stuart Cosgrove, "The Zoot-Suit and Style Warfare," History Workshop Journal !8, no. ! (L9841:77,
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1a Stuart Cosgrove, 77.
that a Pachuco walks, they walk with their shoulders swaying to show their dominance and
command of an area.
Let us now turn our focus on the Pachuco. The Pachuco is the Mexican-American
version of the Zoot Suiter. They wore similar clothing, and did very similar things to the
Americans. Pachucos were seen as a symbol, but not of an oppressed minority. Pachucos were
seen as a "cancerous growth within a majority group..."15 This cancer, according to some,
would harm the democratic and American way of life. It was seen as a result from a neglectful
society that affected a humble minority who were defenseless. These people were definitely
defenseless when the subject of the Zoot Suit Riots is brought up. The riots, as stated earlier,
were a series of small battles. The battles were usually between sailors and those in the Zoot
suits; the weapons used would be anyhing from brass knuckles to a two by four with nails. The
result was always the Zoot Suiter stripped of their suit and deeply humiliated. This might be the
cause of further lack of spirit.
The birth of the Pachuco has been linked to a lack of any kind of spirit. The Pachucos
themselves have had North American racism thrown at them numerous times.16 The result of this
should be attempts to vindicate themselves, but this is not the case. Pachucos do not vindicate
themselves; they seem to strive to be different than those around them. They practically flaunt
what makes them so different.lT Pachucos might do this for the simple reason that the society
that they are apart of completely rejects them. This idea is very similar to that of the American
Zoot Suiters; they too make sure to point out what is so different.
1u 
Douglas H. Daniels, 206.
16 Octavio Paz, The Lobyrinth of Solitude: Life and Thought in Mexico (New York: Grove Press, Lg6tl, L4.
" octavio Paz, 1,4.
There are always two sides to every group of people. This second side is that of the
Pachuca's. They were almost exactly like their Pachuco relations, except that they were women.
Their argot though, was used very differently. These women were also referred to as "lady Zoot
Suiters"; this was due to the billowy skirts that replaced the trousers of the men.'8 The Pachuca
used as an example here is Amelia Venegas. Her use of incorrect grammar, or a creative argot,
made her seem unpatriotic to Americans. Venegas was seen as unladylike as well; her incorrect
grarnmar probably helped to cement this idea. Women were supposed to be viewed as very
ladylike, with perfect grammar and dress. They were not supposed to be arrested for attempting
to give "brass knuckles" to hoodlums attempting to brawl with sailors.le
The AmericanZoot Suit women wore similar styles to that of the men. The clothing was
still very loud. They would frequently wear billowy trousers to help cement themselves as
supporters of their males. The women also had a habit of putting razors in their hairstyles. This
would be used as defense during fights. Many Zoot Suit women would walk away from brawls
with numerous scratches and cuts due to the knives. The women, on both sides, would stand with
their men when they were arrested.
Now, one should look into what made theZnot suit such an extravagant outfit that was
faced with equal parts fascination and disgust. The suit would come in many colors, pattems, and
styles. The patterns would range from stripes of different hues, to very plain hounds tooth. They
had exaggerated shoulders with extra long jackets. Possibly to better hide themselves. This was
true becauseZoot Suiters were regularly associated with organized crime. It was a very clever
18 Catherine S. Ramirez, "saying Nothin"' Frontiers: A Journol of Women Studies 27, no.3 (septembe r l,2006l:2
1e Catherine S. Ramirez, 1.
mask for this reason.2o The pants were heavily exaggorated; they ballooned from the waist and
were tightly closed at the ankle. Their pants cuffs were so snug, that a person's foot could barely
pass through. The accessories were heavily exaggerated as well; the watch chains would
sometimes go beyond the waist to hang.
This then leads back to the song titled "Zoot Suit Riot" it has heavy meaning with the
Zoot Suit Riots. The song itself has ties with the idea of what the Suiter managed to gain. In the
first stanza of the song, listeners are taken to a time were machismo ripped through the men of
the era. This instance is described in the line: "Pipes and chains and swingin' hands/]Vho's your
daddy? Yes I am." This is the perspective of the Zoot Suiters, not the sailors. The sailors are seen,
for a short period, as the ones in power. The line "'Who's your daddy?" is a reclamation of their
machismo. To clarify, machismo is a way that a Mexican, Latino, or Chicano male show their
dominance. The "chains" imply a powerful idea that makes the women go into a trance. The next
stanza shows that the sailors feel that they are losing their womento Zoot Suiters. The line that
shows this feeling reads "Now you sailors know/Where your women come for love." This part
blatantly attacks the potency of the sailors, thus making them feel inadequate; this played off of
the manliness that most men went for in this era.
In conclusion, the Pachucos andZoot Suiters are not much different. TheZoot Suiters
have been popularized by music. They were worn by various classes of minority as a symbol for
themselves. The Suit had many stories of its birth; it is still a mystery as to why it was born.
Pachucos are the Mexican counterpart. Their slicked back hair, loud suits, and copious
'o Holly Alford,229
machismo allowed them to be viewed as a different group entirely, but barely. The Zoot Suit will
always be a clothing of the changing times that can be viewed in numerous ways.
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